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Claim that Cyr can be given a Riemannsurface

structure obtainedbygluingtogether triangles
by iarimetries along edges As in the case

of boundariesof polyhedra this geometric
structure will have core points

With this setup we can interpret the function
P rQ1p Qa are giving a holomorphic equivalence
between two differentconformal structure
built in tow very differentways
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Half translation attuctive

Overlaps of the four za ztc

More classical approach to half translation
structures quadraticdifferentiate

Quadratic differentiate are expressionsof
the four fczy.DE felldZT

Interpret as tf isholomorphic
not as DCE






































































































































Can think of these as functions are tangentvectors
fatldzT if HAVE

compare valued
Quadratic differentials give quadratiefunctain
our tangent vectors

We can also think ofquadraticdifferentiate
in terms of their transformation
properties 0 wz

FAS w

f dui fEdzYdE

This pointof view allowsyou to define
quadratic differentials on Reimann surfaces

A bud tforma fat dz gives rise to

a quadratic differentialbysquaring it






































































































































tHdZ EADE

tunguageofquadraticdifferentials allows
us to turn the expression

f dtq
into a well definedobject one

woundyloolratttreaguareofttretform
d

We get dates

There is a ti correspondencebetween
quadratic differentials and half translation
structures

berostpulesoforderkforttre quadratic differential
correspondtercouepointatuittraone
angle audit
K coneargle t

1 it preserve the quadratic
o ut differential de since the

31T diff LEET I






































































































































Quadraticdifferentiallead

t.CI cztTxz.zy 4aimpdepoleaOrder
k l Come angleist

What happens in highergums

German example Ceswehaneseen

www.Efheinmmaurfoae
oultoreadttiy
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quotientapace
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If we glue these sides together we form a

Riemann surface wittrawell defined e form
since the ageings respect the e format
on Q






































































































































When we gluethesides we inducecertain
identificationsof vertices

Sider gluing preira
E A with E

tided gluingpairs

XD Firth

The tide NpairsE cirthH
tidew pairs
HeirthE
filet pairsEwithB

fidell pairs Biertha

Result is that all centres are identified'loatingeepout

The cone angle at that point is'fI 8 6T

Topological picture Identify painal and Ill

i






































































































































Nowidentify pin 2 Set a tone

with 2 deidre removed

If we gluetogether

wekfettohadamf.me

of tuna

Prop This Riemann surface corresponds
to the algebraic curve with equation WEHELD
Theholomorphic c form that we leave constructed

corresponds to dew on Veewhere QCH ZEE A

The 1 form Eu is constructed from a

quadratic differential EYE an Qos

Thesituation corresponds to the hyperelliptic
integral fd I






































































































































Thevertexof the octagoncorresponds to the
pointat cs in Va
secretly I know that everysurfaceof gawd
2 is hyper elliptic
How do you prove this
A characteristic feature of hyperelliptic
integrals is the fact that they are built

from t forms which come fromtaking
square roots of quadraticdifferentials
This means that there is an invalution
of Va which litres the bed cform to its
negative

In terms of the t four o on the octagon
there is an involution thattatrea o to 0

This is called the hyper elliptic involution

Startbyfinding the hyper elliptic involution
geometrically
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find the fixedprintsof this nicalution
There are 6 of these
Oneat o one at each edge and one at the
awe point
These fixedpointswill give rise to roots
ofQ Note that there is an extra

conformal symmetry which rotates
the edge points This commuter with
thehyper elliptic involution hence midway
a conformal automorphismofGas which
leaves the set of roots invariant

Only possibility is 2 iz

f 9 a

co ab
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Q hasthesepoints are simple roots
d has thesepoints as acinple poles

Eabus a pole of4 at a corresponding
to the cone pointwith cone angle at

Penumbra For the elliptic curve of
germs I we have a nap given
by integration from Va town

Wedon't leave this in general but
if choose a basis for the lead Iforay
on a general surface we use these
to construct a map givenby integration
to a higher drive tonne culled the
Iranian

Extra






































































































































What happens at thevertex Here we

have a chant of the forum
z z'b

wheretheaponent b is chosen so that the
cave angle of att maps to the eone angle
of Ut Iet 4 be the inverse abort

Yap 4 dz dfz.dz 3 Edt

Thus we see that the natural l four
has a zero of order 2 at the vertue

fortheCform
In general a zero of order k corresponded
to a core angle of UTCka




